
Let's explore....   Sculpture

SCULPTURE is 3D art – not a flat painting on a wall, but an object you can walk around and touch. 

SCULPTURES can be made from lots of different materials. Anthony Caro made huge metal SCULPTURES.

Philip King liked to make SCULPTURES from brightly painted plastic. Henry Moore carved human figures from

stone and wood. Bill Woodrow has used parts of bikes, saucepans and shopping trolleys in his SCULPTURES!

Alexander Calder made mobiles! Louise Bourgeois made a giant spider that you could walk underneath! David

Smith called his SCULPTURES ‘drawings in space’. It was like his drawings had floated off the page!

Some SCULPTURES, like Aston’s, are made by hand and sit on a PLINTH (a block for displaying art) in an art

gallery. Some SCULPTURES are huge, are made by machines, and are put outside in public places (places like

parks where lots of people can go). This is called PUBLIC ART. Anthony Gormley made ‘The Angel of the North’, a

giant 20m high metal angel, that is by the side of a big road and is seen by over 90,000 people a day! He

sometimes uses life-size metal statues of people in his art. He makes these using a mould of his body (like a jelly

mould!) and then he fills it with hot metal (a CAST). In his artwork, ‘Another Place’, there are 100 life-size metal

people standing on a beach near Liverpool!

The Fourth PLINTH in London’s Trafalgar Square was empty for 150 years, but in 1999, famous SCULPTORS

started to EXHIBIT (show) their art there. Marc Quinn made a beautiful sculpture of the disabled artist, Alison

Lapper. Yinka Shonibare made a giant ship in a bottle. In 2009, members of the public were allowed to become

artworks and stand on the PLINTH for an hour each! Would you like to be a living sculpture?!
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GRANT ASTON - RADIOACTIVITAT

Grant Aston is a SCULPTOR who was born in 1980.

This SCULPTURE (a 3D artwork) is made from CERAMIC (clay that has dried

and become hard). Vases and plates are made from CERAMIC. It is fragile

and can break easily. 

Artists start with wet clay so it is easy to mould and make into different

shapes. Aston made long blocks of clay (a bit like Play-doh sausages!) and

then stuck them together using more clay. If you look closely, you can see

where the sections are joined.

When the clay was dry, Aston painted a green GLAZE over the clay (a

smooth, shiny covering, like paint). He also used GOLD LEAF in places (a

gold paint). The clay was then put into a KILN (a special oven that is really

hot). This makes the clay hard so that it stays the same shape.

Aston has used lots of different shapes and TEXTURES (the way something

feels). Look closely - he has actually used lots of different types of clay!

Aston likes people to think about difficult ideas and problems in the world

when they look at his art. ‘Radioactivitat’ means ‘radioactivity’ in German. If

something is radioactive it releases a type of energy called radiation.

Radiation is useful to us, but can be very dangerous. It can help us take X-

Rays in hospital and cure some illnesses, but it can also make people very ill

and can be used in bombs. If you have seen the films about the X-Men, you

will know they are 'mutants' who have been made using radiation!

Grant Aston made this dangerous sculpture in 2013!
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Aston's sculpture is an
ABSTRACT sculpture.

ABSTRACT art uses lines,
shapes and colours instead 
of showing real objects, 

people or places.



1.  Have a look at the Fourth Plinth SCULPTURES on Google image search. Which do you like and why?

2. Research some other SCULPTORS using Google image search. Have a look at: Anish Kapoor, Richard

    Deacon, Henry Moore, Anthony Gormley, Alberto Giacometti, Constantin Brancusi, Auguste Rodin, Rachel

    Whiteread and Barbara Hepworth. Who is your favourite sculptor? Why?

3. Science – discover energy! Find out about renewable & non-renewable energy, and the effects different

    types of power have on the environment. (https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zp22pv4/articles/ztxwqty)

4. Why does jelly wobble?! Learn about different materials and their properties. Why can't you make an

    umbrella out of jam?! (https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4339j6)

           Read                           (U12s) ‘The Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes – the ultimate in giant metal sculpture!

                                               (U5s) - 'The Snowman' by Raymond Briggs – the ultimate in snow sculpture!

         Watch                     Wallace and Gromit 'The Wrong Trousers' – some of the best sculptures ever made!
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Next steps...
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Become a sculptor!

1.  Do you want to make an ABSTRACT sculpture (using shapes and colours instead of copying a real object or

person) or a REPRESENTATIONAL sculpture (trying to make the sculpture look like something real)?

2. Decide on your MEDIUM (the materials you are going to use). You could use recycled materials (like old toilet

rolls and yoghurt pots), scrunched-up tin foil, Blue-tak, household objects or toys. If you have some Play-doh

or clay, you could copy Grant Aston’s SCULPTURE. Remember to ask if you need to borrow any materials and

check to see whether you are allowed to stick things together!

3. Get creating! Give your SCULPTURE a name and invite people to look at it and ask you questions.
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Try it at home!

What does this SCULPTURE remind you of? How does the SCULPTURE make you feel? Why? 

What shapes and TEXTURES has Aston used?

Do you think it is important for artists to make art that helps us think about difficult problems?

Or should they just make art that is nice to look at? Can they do both?

Which problem in the world today would you like to make art about?

Thought stop


